Payment Policy and Terms
THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN BECOMING A
MEMBER AND TRAVELING WITH US!
Before you become a member with our group, whether you are just dining with us at the Diva Dinner
Table, or traveling with us on the many experiences that we create throughout the year, it is important
that you acknowledge and understand our payment and liability polices.

You acknowledge that Black Girls Travel Therapy (BGTT) does not refund
membership fees neither in full or partial.
You understand that membership is non-transferable and only covers the
original intended member. Please note, membership may be purchased as a gift
and this is the only exception.
You acknowledge that BGTT does not refund trip deposits. When you secure
your spot on one of our many experiences, that is a spot that becomes
unavailable to someone else. So it is important that you are committed to your
trip. However, you may be able to transfer your deposit to another BGTT trip
with the okay and permission of BGTT in advance.
BGTT is not responsible for any bodily injury, slips, falls, damage to your or
anyone else's property that may result in any form while traveling or dining
with us.
You acknowledge that although everybody's idea of fun may vary and that
although we take pride in our unique travel experiences, that if your experience
was not as expected and/or you chose not to take advantage of everything we
had to offer, we assume no liability and there are no refunds. This being said, we
take our experiences seriously and try to exceed member expectations and we
are very receptive to feedback on how to improve the experiences that we offer.
You understand that BGTT holds no liability and that it is your responsibility to
inform both BGTT and the establishments/restaurants that we visit if you have
any allergies or health concerns that need special attention or accommodations
for your own health and safety and for those around you.
I Acknowledge all of the above Black Girls Travel Therapy & Dinner with Divas polices
Please Print Your Name

DIVA SIGNATURE

DATE

